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BOARD GAMES PROVIDE ENTERTAINMENT AND
CONNECTION
written by Chantelceaser April 23, 2020

Photo by Ryann Heim

The concept of board games has been around for centuries, and each game has different aspects and strategies
that intrigue people. With a lot of time indoors right now, some people have filled the time discovering new games or
rediscovering old favorites.
Board games bring people together to have fun and make memories that last a lifetime. For senior Jason Lightfoot,
that’s exactly what his favorite board game Settlers of Catan does. Lightfoot said the aspects of this strategic game
he enjoys most are gathering and spending resources to build settlements, as well as the wholesomeness of the
game.
“The game changes every time you play; you have to think strategically, and it’s wholesome,” Lightfoot said. “Last
semester, I spent several evenings with some of my friends in Armstrong [Hall] playing Catan. It was the only time
during the semester that I got to really hang out with them, so I loved every second.”

Senior Erin Weiss agreed with Lightfoot, saying Settlers of Catan is the best board game. Weiss said the
uncertainty of the game provides a thrilling experience.
“I like playing it ’cause it’s one that involves a lot of strategies,” Weiss said. “Also, the board changes every time you
play, so things are always exciting and new.”
While associate professor of biology Michael Nicodemus said he agrees that Settlers of Catan is a great game, he
said he believes that the best board game is Gloomhaven — a “dungeon-style cooperative campaign” game with
missions that take one to two hours to complete. Nicodemus has been playing this game with two friends of his
recently and loves how this game serves as a getaway.
“It is really nice to just have something like that that has nothing to do with school, science or responsibilities as
stress relief and time with friends,” Nicodemus said.
As with most things that are competitive, board games can get intense. Senior Abigail King said she has made great
memories playing her favorite board game Codenames.
“My favorite memory is playing this at a party with some Harding friends one summer,” King said. “It’s so funny to see
how everyone thinks so differently and to try to interpret meanings based on the clues given. A few people were
confused about the rules, so we ended up standing on chairs and playfully debating out the proper way to play the
game, only to discover that we were saying the exact same thing. This game can get a little heated, so it’s important
to play with people that you feel comfortable with. True colors have been revealed many times while playing this
game.”
Through the debating and craziness that comes from playing any board game, what makes the game the best may
be the people you choose to play with.
“Board games are a great way to feel connected to those around you,” King said.

ELECTION PROCESS, PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGNS
ADJUST TO COVID-19
written by Madisonscott April 23, 2020
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“It’s hard to have an election when you can’t get people together,” Lori Klein, assistant professor of political science
and public admin, said.
Presidential campaigns and election procedures continue to adapt and modify in reaction to the coronavirus
outbreak. As of April 16, 16 states postponed their primary election dates, and the Democratic National Convention
postponed its date to Aug. 17. In addition to changes and discussion surrounding standard election procedures, the
candidates, President Donald Trump and the presumed Democratic nominee Joe Biden, are learning to run their
campaigns in unprecedented ways.
“These are both people who’d normally be out pressing the flesh, making a thousand different stops, going to
fundraisers, doing their thing — and neither one of them can do it, and it’s killing them,” Klein said.

Klein said Trump is accustomed to having large rallies to gain support and feedback, but his campaigning strategies
have been forced to change. Both candidates are relying on the media and digital platforms, which are approaches
they have not necessarily used before, according to Klein.
“That is the current status: Things are like they’ve never been before,” Klein said. “COVID-19 is this election, and it’s
not just that they can’t go out — it’s also that everybody’s looking at how Trump handles COVID-19, and he knows
that.”
Junior history major Maddox Burgess said popular topics surrounding the 2020 election include healthcare,
immigration and social and economic issues. However, he said he foresees that these topics will now be discussed
in relation to COVID-19 and how the Trump administration continues to handle it.
“COVID-19 and the Trump administration’s response will undoubtedly be one of, if not the, biggest debate points in
the 2020 election,” Burgess said.
In addition to the novelties of how campaigns are being managed, voting procedures are also being debated.
Several states have adopted mail-in voting, while others are still debating the issue. Texas, for example, issued a
temporary injunction on April 15 allowing voters who feared catching COVID-19 through in-person voting to qualify
for mail-in voting, according to The Dallas Morning News.
“The biggest problem with mail-in ballots is that it takes forever,” Klein said. “You [have to] be able to plan ahead, so
if they’re going to do that, they’re going to need to start planning now for November.”
Klein said she recommends voting by an absentee ballot if possible when election time arrives and that states
prepare for an increase in this voting method.
“As for how voters should respond, I still think it is still extremely important to vote,” Burgess said.
Burgess encouraged people to stay informed leading up to the election by obtaining information from balanced news
sources. Senior Jarrod Griffin, who has interned with various candidates and consultants in Washington, agreed that
being informed is critical leading into any election.
“Listen to sources on all sides and get out of your bubble,” Griffin said. “Making a point to learn from perspectives
you disagree with is hard but necessary to really stay informed on the issues.”
As the world continues to watch COVID-19 unfold, Klein encouraged students to pay attention to their state’s
government.

“Your state really does matter,” Klein said. “Your state really is going to be the level of government that is going to
either make or break your quality of life during the COVID crisis.”
Klein recommends that students use AllSides to have a balanced news diet and watch their state governor’s daily
briefings to stay informed throughout the COVID-19 outbreak and leading up to the presidential elections.

ESPORTS MAKES ITS MARK ON ESPN
written by Ryangallagher April 23, 2020
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Live sports nearly went extinct for the time being due to the coronavirus, and networks like ESPN have had no new
games to show. This remained true until the second weekend of April, when the first airing of esports was put on
ESPN2 as the first live sport in over a month. ESPN2 aired the League of Legends Champions Series playoffs,
which ended April 19 with Cloud 9 being the league’s champions.
Esports have been around for over two decades and encompass a variety of games, including soccer (FIFA 20),
football (Madden NFL 20), multiplayer online battle arenas, first-person shooters (FPS) and many more.
ESPN2 also aired a FIFA 20 charity tournament called the Stay and Play Cup April 15-19. This involved 20
professional football players coming from 20 different European football clubs. Electronic Arts (EA), the company that
owns FIFA 20, donated $1 million to GlobalGiving to help raise money to fight against the coronavirus. Mohamed
Daramy from FC Copenhagen won the tournament in golden goal against Jesper Karlstrom from Djurgardens.

Junior Jackson Duncan said he likes to watch one of his favorite athletes from the Nashville Predators hockey team,
who plays the NHL 20 video game.
“He has been playing one versus one NHL 20 against other players, so I’ve tuned into that,” Duncan said.
Duncan initially became exposed to esports through his former roommate, who is a fan of Fortnite, and by watching
streamers on Twitch. Now that Duncan’s favorite team is online instead of on the ice, he follows them through their
video game streams.
Senior Emma Vaughn said she paid no attention to esports until there were no other sports to watch.
“I am friends with a bunch of people who are super into sports, and it is nice to pass the time,” Vaughn said. “But we
are into real sports and real life happening. [Esports are] not even close to as realistic, so I think it is only till this is all
over and sports are back on.”
Esports may be a way to pass the time, but it will never satisfy the competitive craving Vaughn appreciates in
physical sports.
“It is not the same,” Vaughn said. “I think it is cool they are trying to do that — just trying to generate some
excitement — but it doesn’t do anything for me.”
Sophomore Andrew Miller follows both esports and traditional athletics. Miller is a fan of basketball and football as
well as the esports FPS Counter-Strike: Global Offensive and FPS Overwatch. Miller said he respects that going
professional in esports is just as hard as going professional in regular sports.
“Esports take as much time and dedication to be a professional as a regular sport does,” Miller said. “It takes just as
much time to be a professional Overwatch player as it does to be a professional hockey player or football player.”
Miller said he views the dynamics of the esports and sports games similarly.
“Sports and esports both take a lot of strategy planned out beforehand and being able to adapt and overcome
whenever your strategy falls through,” Miller said. “Whenever you have a plan and it doesn’t work, you have to be
able [to] adapt in order to win in both esports and regular sports.”
For some people, esports is a temporary time filler to satisfy their drive for competition, while others have followed it
for a while. For now, this is the only form of live sports to view until COVID-19 passes.

FACING THE FACT THAT NONVERBALS ARE CHANGING
written by Emily Nicks April 23, 2020

Let’s talk about faces.
Our faces communicate countless messages almost constantly. Specifically, our mouths are crucial to
communication. We, of course, use our mouths to relay verbal messages. However, the visual messages we
communicate with our mouths are perhaps just as critical. We smile, grimace, gasp, purse our lips. We snarl, grit our
teeth, chuckle and grin.
How strange it is to live in a time when covering the mouth in a mask is becoming more and more commonplace.
In an Associated Press article published online April 20, Ted Anthony discussed some of the strangeness
surrounding this change in nonverbal communication and message receptivity. Among other things, he wrote that
without being able to see half of another person’s face, things can be disorienting and downright awkward.

“A partial inventory of the information that’s lost when the mask goes up: Smiles. Frowns. Lip movements. Crinkle
lines at the mouth’s edge. Cheek twitches that indicate approval or disapproval. Reflexive gestures that collaborate
with the eyes to say: Hey, I mean no harm. Or: Hey — back off,” Anthony wrote in the article.
Eyes may be the windows to the soul, but mouths are the means of connection. Not only are we given cues to
someone’s approachability through the set of their mouth, but we are also used to matching the visual of a moving
mouth with the auditority words.
Let’s face it: We are used to looking at each others’ mouths, and when that is taken away, communication changes.
Recently, one of my professors wore a mask for the first few minutes of our Zoom class session. The combination of
his mouth being covered and the barrier of communicating over video made him shockingly difficult to understand.
Which brings us to another new nonverbal communication challenge of these uncharted times: Communicating via
video conference
Don’t get me wrong — video calls are great. In a time when physical contact is almost nonexistent, I am extremely
grateful that we still have any capability of visual nonverbal communication.
You have to admit, though, a video conference with 20 tiny rectangles is a lot different than class together. It’s harder
to read the room. You can’t tell if you’re the only one who semi-chuckled at your professor’s joke, or if everyone else
did, too. You can’t tell if everyone is listening to your comment with rapt attention, or if they’re tuning you out
completely. Slight head nods of agreement go a long way toward connecting with a speaker in a physical classroom,
but now these small movements of approval are almost imperceptible.
We won’t even discuss the possibility that most of the time, we’re all more focused on our own rectangle than we are
on anyone else’s.
So, let’s call it like we see it — nonverbal communication, or the lack thereof, is different right now. Luckily, though,
good connection is still possible. For now, we should all just put in a little extra effort to make what nonverbal cues
we have more engaging and encouraging.
When wearing a mask out in public, try a friendly head nod to the stranger you pass on the street instead of a smile.
A kind wave to the grocery store employee could also take the place of a grin.
On your video conferences, try to sit up straight and near the computer so your professor knows you’re engaged.
Make your head nods a little more pronounced when you’re agreeing, and try smiling with teeth when someone
makes a joke. Also, don’t be afraid to use those two handy-dandy reaction buttons on Zoom. Even if you are muted,

an occasional thumbs up or clapping emoji reassures the teacher that you are still with them.
Our new means of communicating may be disorienting and a bit annoying, but we can adapt. We’re in this together,
and we need to keep finding ways to let each other know we’re on the same team through both our verbal and
nonverbal communication.

GRADUATE STUDENT STARTS AT-HOME GARAGE GYM
written by Mrichardson1 April 23, 2020
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Students and their families are getting creative to remain active during quarantine. Normal routines have not existed
for over a month; however, one couple found a way to maintain their fitness lifestyle. Harding graduate student Vilde
Nordseth and her husband, Harding alumnus Gregg Downing, have taken their knowledge of CrossFit to another
level. The couple has turned their garage into an at-home gym complete with a rowing machine, plenty of weights
and a mat covered floor.
CrossFit is a competitive sport in which a variety of constantly changing functional
movements are performed at a high intensity. The two live an active lifestyle; however, once
their local gym closed, both were in search of ways to continue training.

“We thought, ‘We have the garage space, we have this equipment, and Gregg has the
knowledge and skills to do it — why not work out from home?’” Nordseth said.
Downing is a level one CrossFit trainer at Searcy CrossFit, allowing him to coach classes and help others reach their
fitness goals. Both said they enjoy the diversity and variety of active movements CrossFit brings, especially within
their garage gym.
“The gym provides us with the avenue to do different workouts instead of relying on going to the track or running in
the neighborhood or having to do stuff inside,” Nordseth said.
Nordseth is in her second year of CrossFit training, and she said she has seen many benefits of working out over
time. Whether she remains consistent or jumps in here or there, Nordseth said she is always grateful for the
community and motivation the workout brings.
“I have seen a lot of mental benefits from doing CrossFit, especially through being a grad student,” Nordseth said.
“When I accomplish something difficult in CrossFit, it helps me to know I can do something hard in school.”
For Downing, CrossFit has been a part of his life for five years. He said he originally discovered the sport through a
class at Harding in connection with Searcy CrossFit. From there, Downing attended classes in Searcy and in New
Hampshire, growing his knowledge of power cleans, squat snatches and the proper burpee.
“When I workout, my thought process is more clear, so I am able to do more work,” Downing said. “The benefits of
working out with the same people and getting your sweat on makes me feel more relaxed and not as restless.”
CrossFit gyms typically aim to cultivate a sense of community. By keeping their circle small, Nordseth and Downing
are able to maintain their friendly workout regime. Junior Nick
Gianferante is one of their friends who has joined the couple in the garage gym.
“I played a lot of basketball before they created the gym, but beyond that I wasn’t doing much,” Gianferante said. “I
feel myself getting in better shape, and I have been able to push myself further than I thought I could go.”
Having a gym right in the comfort of one’s own home has been a blessing to Nordseth and Downing during this time.
The ability to exercise is key now that everyone has a surplus of time on their hands.
“I just encourage people to find something they can move well in,” Downing said. “They don’t need all the fancy
equipment, just use body weight. After this quarantine, a garage gym could really provide a way to bring people into
your home and open up more ministries.”

HOW COVID-19 IS AFFECTING YOUR FAVORITE COFFEE
SHOP IN SEARCY
written by Kaitlynfrancois April 23, 2020
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While a plethora of things have been changed or canceled, one thing people are still free to enjoy is coffee. Cafes
and coffee shops in Searcy, such as Stu’s Brew, Midnight Oil, and Rise and Grind remain open. Savor + Sip,
however, has closed until further notice.
With most of Harding’s students out of the city, the loyal student customers are left to wonder how their favorite
coffee shops are doing.
Senior Marti Weaver, who works at Stu’s Brew and lives in Searcy, said she has been able to enjoy work because
the customers have been considerate of the current situation.

“People have been more generous with tips during this time because they know that we are working so hard,”
Weaver said.
There are two Stu’s Brew drive-through coffee kiosks in Searcy. While most restaurants have had to make the
transition to strictly to-go orders, Stu’s Brew had an advantage already being used to this setup. Weaver noted that
the biggest change within the coffee shop has been the increased intentionality of keeping equipment clean. The
employees wash or sanitize their hands in between each order.
Weaver said she has appreciated the importance of staying sanitized going both ways.
“People have been a lot more considerate,” Weaver said. “Some sanitize or take their card with a napkin. People are
taking care of us.”
Midnight Oil (MO), a coffeehouse that gives proceeds to nonprofit Kibo Group International, is known for the social
atmosphere that it provides, especially for students. It has been able to stay open, but with a twist. The shop now
serves its coffee through a side window on the front porch. This provides customers and workers with a safe
distance while still serving coffee.
Senior Easton Davis has continued to work at Midnight Oil during the pandemic. Davis explained how different this
time has been; from serving out of a window to empty tables and a quiet cafe, Midnight Oil has not been the same.
“All in all, the employees at MO are a little tired of this set up because we miss our cafe being full and loud,” Davis
said.
However, he and the employees continue to appreciate the interactions that they do have.
“We still get to have conversations with customers when they order,” Davis said. “The local regulars are consistent
and awesome.”
Davis also has found positivity through Midnight Oil gaining some new local customers.
Lisa Douglas, who works at Rise and Grind in the Natural Food store, has experienced the unexpected. Douglas was
prepared to close the cafe due to Harding students not returning to campus; however, she has experienced days that
are busy among the slow ones, allowing Rise and Grind to remain open.
“‘Blessed’ is how I explain that,” Douglas said.
Although these coffeehouses have been able to remain open, another popular cafe, Savor + Sip, has been closed
until further notice.

“The majority of our customers are students,” spokesperson for Savor + Sip Isaac Tarrant said. “With so many of
them gone due to the coronavirus outbreak, it would be difficult to sustain day-to-day operations through take-out
orders exclusively.”
The temporary close did not include a target opening date.
“Ideally, we will open as soon as possible,” Tarrant said. “But in order for us to do that, we will need to monitor the
COVID-19 situation as a whole, monitor federal actions being taken to control the outbreak, and also be aware of
what the state is doing to control the outbreak.”
In the midst of the temporary closing, Savor + Sip has been able to find strength in the community.
“Everyone’s been great, honestly,” Tarrant said. “We have a really supportive and kind community in Searcy’s
downtown area.”

HU BRAVE DISCUSSES SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS
MONTH AMIDST QUARANTINES
written by Abigailrezentes April 23, 2020
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During the month of April, various Harding organizations and individuals participate in Sexual Assault Awareness
Month. HU Brave is among them, but not only during April.
Director of Upward Bound Stephanie O’Brian, one of HU Brave’s co-founders and a licensed counselor, said it is
important to make sure people know they are not alone and to have available resources for those who have
struggled or may be struggling with sexual assault, especially with many social distancing in possibly unsafe
environments during this time.
“The fact that a lot of abusive situations are going unreported at the moment because people are home a lot more,
and you know, not at school, it is definitely a reality,” O’Brian said. “There’s no denying it.”
Junior Hannah Plumlee is current president of HU Brave. Plumlee said she had admired the organization and got
involved her freshman year since she has close friends and family who have been affected by sexual assault.

Plumlee said this April has looked different than HU Brave thought it would. Their original plans of having a chapel
presentation and being more active in person has not been possible with classes being moved online. She said their
focus now is allowing their social media presence to reach as many people as it can and continuing their mission on
that avenue.
“Right now there are people everywhere who are stuck at home because of this pandemic, and everyone is going a
little stir crazy waiting for this to be over,” Plumlee said. “But then you know there’s an entire group of people who
have been largely forgotten, and those are the people who are trapped in abusive or unstable homes during
quarantine.”
Plumlee highlighted the importance of reaching out to those who may be in unstable environments, making sure they
know they are not alone.
“It’s just so important that we keep connections with people and remind them that they have advocates, that they
have supporters, so they don’t lose hope during this time,” Plumlee said.
O’Brian said the group started first as a social media campaign to give those who needed a platform an opportunity
to tell their story. It then grew into a campus organization.
“It was started just so Harding students in particular would know that they weren’t alone,” O’Brian said. “People don’t
talk about sexual assault, especially in Christian communities, as much as they need to and as much as they
should.”
Both O’Brian and co-founder Caitlyn Denison have experienced sexual assault. O’Brian said while they had both
experienced it at different times in their lives, their struggles afterward with loneliness were similar.
“We had both, in our own experiences, struggled with isolation and loneliness, because when someone is assaulted,
it not only affects them emotionally, psychologically and physically, but it really affects them spiritually as well,”
O’Brian said.
Senior Dane Richey is the current vice president of HU Brave. Richey said he was inspired by various testimonies
and stories and his involvement with the organization grew from there.
“As I started learning more and more about it, I started to realize how prevalent of an issue this was,” Richey said.
“Not just how prevalent sexual abuse was in our country and our world, but also directly on Harding’s campus, and I
just think it’s something we need to pay more attention to.”

Richey said that while the plans HU Brave had for this semester have been shifted online, the organization is already
making plans for more involvement in the upcoming fall semester. Richey said anyone who wants to be involved is
welcome, and their meetings are a good way to join.
“Sometimes it’s hard to get people involved because the thing about sexual assault and the way people think about it
is that it’s a change of mindset, which happens slowly,” Richey said. “So every year, we may not see tons and tons of
progress made on Harding’s campus or made in the surrounding communities, but we need more people, because
over time that attitude changes and people’s mindset changes.”
Plumlee said HU Brave is dedicated to encouraging everyone they can to keep fighting against sexual assault, but it
is important that everyone work together to spread awareness.
“With HU Brave, our goal is to see a day where our campus and all other campuses and just communities in general
are encouraged to openly stand up against this epidemic, because that’s what it is,” Plumlee said. “And just like the
coronavirus, it can be defeated, but not without a lot of people working together with the common goal.”

NEWLY NAMED IMPACT CO-DIRECTORS MAKE PLANS
DESPITE UNCERTAIN FUTURE
written by Katelynallen April 23, 2020
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Every year, incoming freshmen and transferring students are welcomed onto Harding’s campus with a weekend of
service activities, devotionals and themed events. This weekend is known as Impact, a short time before the
beginning of the semester designed for incoming students to get to know one another and some upperclassmen.
Making Impact memorable requires the work of many student volunteers. However, every year, two students have
the unique responsibility of planning the events and activities of the experience. These students are the Impact codirectors. The 2020 co-directors are sophomore Everett Kirkman and junior Ethan Brazell, who will be planning in
circumstances unlike any before.
Caitlin Denton, the First Year Experience and Students in Transition assistant director, interviewed several students
for the job before ultimately hiring Kirkman and Brazell. Denton said no matter the circumstances, Impact has looked
different every year due to varied challenges. COVID-19 is another challenge that Denton, Kirkman and Brazell are
willing to take on to make the summer and Impact weekend run as smoothly as possible. Denton said she hired
Kirkman and Brazell for several outstanding qualities that have prepared them to take on this job.
“They both have an awesome ability to build strong relationships with students, peers and staff; we’ve seen that
through their on-campus activities, reputations and interactions with our office and staff so far,” Denton said. “We
also believe they have the creativity and determination to do that even with unique and unpredictable challenges.
Ethan and Everett have shown they see the value in connecting with new students and welcoming them to Harding
no matter the circumstances.”

Kirkman and Brazell have already begun talking about their future plans for Bison Bound summer orientation and
Impact through Zoom. Kirkman said the two did not know one another prior to accepting the job, but they have
enjoyed getting to know each other. Kirkman studied at Harding University in Florence this semester before coming
home due to the COVID-19 outbreak.
“During my 14-day quarantine right when I got home, I was encouraged to apply, so I finally did,” Kirkman said. “I
really admired the work Luke [Humphrey] and Lindsey [Bender] did during my freshman Impact weekend and have
loved getting to know each of them as my time at Harding has gone on. They left some big, incredible shoes to fill,
but I decided I was up to the challenge.”
Brazell applied for the job because of the fond memories he associates with the Impact weekend. He said he met
some of his closest friends during that weekend and is excited to see other students grow.
“This is definitely going to be an exciting summer,” Brazell said. “Both Everett and I will be in Searcy this summer
busily making preparations for Bison Bound and Impact. We are both ready to be flexible and adaptable to whatever
the circumstances of the summer may bring. Amidst all the unknowns, Everett and I are brainstorming non-stop on
how this summer can be the absolute best it can be. We have a lot of fun ideas in the works.”
Earlier this week, recruiters told incoming freshmen that Bison Bound, the June and July events in which new
students come to campus to register for classes, will take place online this summer. They also said that Impact will
likely look different, with potential for an earlier or later move-in date for incoming freshmen and transferring
students.
“This summer will definitely look different than any other summer at Harding,” Kirkman said. “COVID-19 has changed
the way we all view the world, I think. But in a weird, roundabout way, I think a lot of us needed a reminder that we’re
not promised everything we plan on … No matter where a student is from, no matter how many times they’ve visited
campus before, no matter if they are set on a major or have no idea what they want to study, I want this summer to
pump them up for their first semester at Harding.”

PROFESSORS REFLECT ON ONLINE EDUCATION
written by Selbybailey April 23, 2020

COVID-19 changed students’ plans for the rest of the semester, but how has it affected Harding’s professors? Some
professors seek to help their students beyond the classroom, so adapting to online classes has been difficult for
them, too.
As much as students may miss Harding’s campus and the relationships formed there, professors are experiencing a
similar loss of fostering relationships with their students.
“We chose this job to work with you, and now we don’t get that direct interaction as much,” Will Waldron, instructor of
engineering and physics, said.
No matter the circumstances, God has provided a connection to the body of Christ even without face-to-face
interaction, Waldron said.

“Most people come to Harding not just to get the good social education, but for the spiritual camaraderie,” Waldron
said. “Just to see the campus so empty was a little sad.”
If a student were to walk across campus today, they may find a different atmosphere than when the sidewalks are
filled with chatting students.
“The second week is when I got really blue, realizing that I wasn’t going to get to see some of y’all,” Lori Sloan,
assistant professor of communication said. “I’m used to the summertime being slower like this.”
Though the beginning of this transition was challenging for many, technology has made this sudden change in the
semester much smoother than it would have been without.
Sloan said her students have been able to continue their presentations through the “share screen” option on Zoom,
and the professors in the communication department have been using Zoom to socialize with each other and catch
up.
“We miss you students greatly, but we miss seeing each other, too,” Sloan said.
Chemistry lab tech Heather Hollandsworth said she agrees with Sloan about how April already feels like summer at
Harding. The town of Searcy is very quiet now that the students are gone, Hollandsworth said.
“I just miss seeing them and being with them,” Hollandsworth said. “You can’t recreate that online.”
The science department has had to figure out how to do labs online, but professors successfully found a solution,
Hollandsworth said. Since students no longer have the luxury of popping into a professor’s office or asking a
question during class, students may need to rewatch several parts of their lecture videos to understand something.
In spite of this season of uncertainty, Hollandsworth said she finds joy in catching up with her classmates at least
once a week to ask how they are doing. She has also found joy in her neighborhood community.
“We keep our distance, but we check on each other and make sure everybody’s okay,” Hollandsworth said.
Through all of this, Hollandsworth said she hopes her children will learn the importance of coming together and
taking care of other people, and that they remember they can still praise God even when stuck in the house.

PROVOST MAKES CHANGES TO FINAL EXAM
REQUIREMENTS AND GRADES
written by Emily Nicks April 23, 2020
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“With the current circumstances, we recognize the stress that faculty and students are under and the need to do
things differently sometimes to cover the material to finish the semester.”
Dr. Marty Spears, Harding University provost, said this is why changes have been made to several aspects of the
end of semester grades and requirements.
Typically, professors are required to administer some sort of final exam or assessment — usually during a specified
time of finals week — for their classes. Then, all grades go toward a student’s GPA. However, both of these are
changing this semester due to the unusual circumstances.
The Office of the Provost recently told faculty that they may now alter their final exam plans and requirements,
including the choice of making it optional for students within their classes. Students will also have a choice to make
at the end of the semester. Once final grades have been reported, students may choose whether they want their

grades to go toward their GPA as normal or exercise a pass/fail option, in which they will receive credit for a passing
grade but see no effect on their GPA.
The phrase “optional finals” may sound familiar to some — it’s reminiscent of Harding’s December 2013 scenario in
which the threat of winter weather prompted students to campaign on Twitter for President Bruce McLarty to make
final exams optional for students. Spears said members of the provost’s office have joked about optional finals finally
coming around, but the new guidelines for this year are not exactly what 2013 students were requesting. All final
exams are not optional to students; rather, faculty may choose to make exams optional if they feel the students have
demonstrated a command of the course material.
“We’re trying to find ways to be flexible to allow faculty some flexibility in how they finish this semester instead of
sticking to our normal process,” Spears said. “So the idea with the final exams was to give the faculty some options
to do things a little differently.”
Dr. Melanie Meeker, chair of the Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders (CSD), chose to make final
exams optional for her undergraduate and graduate classes. She said she feels her students have shown that they
have mastered the course material on other exams, but there will be a final exam available if anyone feels the need
to take it.
“I expect they will be thrilled,” Meeker said. “They’ve worked hard this semester and really stayed engaged during
the second half of this term. I think there will be a few who want to use the exam to raise their grade, but I don’t
expect that will be the majority.”
Meeker said she is thankful for the flexibility this has provided her and her students, but she said she has mixed
feelings regarding the new pass/fail option. While it may be tempting for a student to just plan on getting a passing
grade for the credit, she urged students to consider potential future effects of making the choice.
“Most of our [CSD] undergraduate students will pursue admission to graduate schools where the GPA is a major
factor in acceptance,” Meeker said. “I think it’s in the student’s best interest to finish with a strong letter grade and
avoid the pass/fail notation on the transcript. There are some students in CSD for whom this is a good option, but I
don’t suspect it’s the best choice for most students to make. I hope students who are contemplating this option will
talk with their advisers.”
In the email sent to students, Spears also emphasized that there could be disadvantages to choosing the pass/fail
option in certain situations. Any student unsure should discuss options with their academic adviser.

Senior Emma Howell said several of her classes now have optional final exams or a different assignment instead of
a test. She said she is thankful that Harding is trying to make things more straightforward for faculty and students in
a time of transition.
Howell also said she is grateful to her professors for making the most of this time, and she looks forward to returning
to the normal classroom environment.
“Transitioning online has given me a greater appreciation for the community on campus,” Howell said. “Fortunately, a
majority of my classes meet on Zoom, so I still get to see my professors. I have a greater appreciation for them and
Harding, as I have seen such a great effort to work with individual students.”

THE SILENCED SOUNDS OF THE POSTPONED PETIT
JEAN
written by Guest April 23, 2020

Photo courtesy of Emma Aly

Written by Emma Aly
For the first part of the 2019-20 school year, the Student Publications office was filled with the sounds of typing,
laughter and collaborative conversation as we all worked to create our two publications. Now, the office sits empty.

This is how all campus buildings are at the moment. The places once filled with the sounds of fellowship, learning
and collaboration are now overwhelmingly quiet.
The Petit Jean yearbook staff began working on this year’s book in August and had just completed our last full staff
deadline before spring break. We planned to share this book full of stories with the student body April 30. As they did
for many others, our plans changed.
When the announcement came that we would not be returning to school this semester, the yearbook staff and I
kicked into high gear, completely changing our original plan so the last group of pages could tell the story of this
unusual change to our semester. We adapted the plan for the distribution and promotion of the book that we had
been working on for months to still be able to share it with you.
Our theme grew to have so much more meaning as this uncertainty unfolded. The importance of this yearbook grew
with it.
I am admittedly biased as editor-in-chief, but yearbooks are important to institutional and personal histories. In
February, our staff began working on a video interviewing Harding alumni about the significance of their yearbooks,
which will now be shared in the fall. Alumni shared stories of forgotten memories, cherished friendships and caring
professors — all captured in their Petit Jeans.
Petit Jean yearbooks capture the current school year, but it is safe to say their meaning grows exponentially in the
following years and decades. In an increasingly digital world, yearbooks are a physical manifestation of a specific
time on the Harding campus.
Our world changes rapidly. If you look at a yearbook from 10 years ago, you will see outdated fashion, unusual
trends and forgotten traditions. After this pandemic, our world will be very different. Those changes will be evident in
this book. We captured the normalcy of the fall and early spring semester and the unexpected changes that came
mid-semester. Future yearbooks will continue to memorialize the changes caused by COVID-19 and those that are
natural to a dynamic world.
Our world is changing as it always has — now maybe just a little more drastically than normal. When we come out of
this time of social distancing, I encourage you to pick up your yearbook. This book will remind you of the happy times
on campus and the unprecedented changes that followed.
Maybe one day when you are old and gray, you will pull your yearbooks off your shelf. As you open them, I hope
those sounds of campus life will come flooding back to you.

WORDS OF ENCOURAGEMENT FROM OUR TEACHERS
AND PROFESSORS
written by Darcysandford April 23, 2020

Graphic by Darrian Bagley

With only one week until finals and this unprecedented semester wrapping up, professors across campus took the
time to write a few words of encouragement for students finishing up the year.. It can be hard to finish classes strong
from the comfort of a couch, but the Harding faculty wants their students to know they are cheering them on all the
way through. Here are uplifting words from teachers to help students keep up their hard work.
“Aristotle tells us that …‘excellence is never an accident.’ It is always the result of high intention, sincere effort and
intelligent execution. It is my prayer that you finish your semester strong and with great success that reflects your
strong intentions! I hope you know that Mama B/Mrs. B loves you and is always ‘here’ to help you in any way. Enjoy
your summer.” – Lisa Bryant, assistant professor of education.
“Take advantage of this newly found time to make the most of it. Get up early, eat a good breakfast, get some
exercise and look for ways to be a blessing to yourself, your family and your friends. Spend some time meditating,
reading and writing. Spend some time with God. Don’t look back on this historic period of time in your life and regret

that you just wasted the opportunities before you.” – Steve Shaner, assistant professor of communication.
“Marilynne Robinson has this beautiful quote in her novel ‘Gilead’ that applies: ‘There is more beauty than our eyes
can bear, precious things have been put into our hands, and to do nothing to honor them is to do great harm.’ We all
may be wishing this semester over, but learning is a sacred thing. Never take it for granted — even at the end.” –
Amy Qualls, assistant professor of English.
“Of course I miss seeing students face to face, but in some ways, this whole ordeal has brought us closer together. I
have received more texts and emails than I have ever gotten from students in the past. I think everyone wants to
stay connected, and it will be that much more special when we do get to all be together again in the same place.” –
David Robison, events specialist/audio works.
“I am so proud of the diligence that you all have shown. I know it has not been easy, but we have come together and
worked through the uncertainty. I have loved seeing your faces on Zoom. Thank you for trusting us and each other
as we finish up. You are better because of this challenge. We are almost there. The end is in sight. Let’s finish strong
together.” – Amy Adair, associate professor of college education.
“To adapt a few quotes from Shakespeare’s ‘Macbeth,’ every time you, dear student, submit an assignment, finish an
exam or complete a course, remember that you are ‘disdaining social distance with your brandished pen’ and ‘daring
to do all that becomes a scholar.’” – Russell Keck, assistant professor of English.
“We live in faith, not fear. Know you are loved — by your teachers, your friends, your family and most of all by God.”
– Dottie Frye, assistant professor of theatre, director of Pied Pipers / Spring Sing.

